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ynasty appears with the same form,

word which represent .3 

Many wine jar dockets
term which refers to a location 
a canopic branch of the Nile

Roman period

 appeared with the same form during the Ramasside period

According to the form of the title 
The end of this l

                                                           
, The Hieratic labels, 1979-1982. Amarna Reports II

Hieratische Paläographie 
Hieratische Paläographie 

83, (1997), 72. 
Wine & Wine Offering In The Religion Of Ancient Egypt, 

Viticulture and wine production,’
, 597. 

Hieratische Paläographie der nichtliterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie

Tell el Amarna, pl. XXIII. 

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets 

. NMEC No. 341 (Fig 3, 3a) 

  

Transliteration                                                                              

Hry[kAmw] (d) …              

the fragment is in a good cond
on one side with three lines in black ink.

with the same form in O.AM 50       , 

but perhaps it represents 
with the same form,

Many wine jar dockets contain
term which refers to a location in the north
a canopic branch of the Nile5. itrw imntt 

oman period.6  

appeared with the same form during the Ramasside period

According to the form of the title chief of the v
The end of this line is lost so the name of the v

                    
1982. Amarna Reports II

Hieratische Paläographie II, Anhang XXI.
Hieratische Paläographie II, 303. 

Wine & Wine Offering In The Religion Of Ancient Egypt, 
Viticulture and wine production,’ in: 

Hieratische Paläographie der nichtliterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie

 

Transliteration                                                                              

…               

Translation
1- Regnal 
2-wine of the estate of Ra
3-…of the Western River, 
vineyard …

is in a good cond
on one side with three lines in black ink. 

with the same form in O.AM 50       , 

 rather than 
with the same form,2 in addition to the determinati

contain this term. The word is a topographical 
the north-western Nile Delta region

itrw imntt was an important 

appeared with the same form during the Ramasside period

chief of the vineyard, we can complete the gap 
ine is lost so the name of the v

1982. Amarna Reports II, 91, figure 6.8, 50.
II, Anhang XXI.  

Wine & Wine Offering In The Religion Of Ancient Egypt, 
 Nicholson, P& Shaw, I.,

Hieratische Paläographie der nichtliterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie

SHEDET

Translation 
Regnal Year 3 
ine of the estate of Ra
of the Western River, 

ineyard … 

is in a good condition and
  

with the same form in O.AM 50       , Leahy

rather than  where the group
in addition to the determinati

this term. The word is a topographical 
western Nile Delta region

an important district producing wine 

appeared with the same form during the Ramasside period

ineyard, we can complete the gap 
ine is lost so the name of the vineyard 

91, figure 6.8, 50.

Wine & Wine Offering In The Religion Of Ancient Egypt, 30, 15. 
Nicholson, P& Shaw, I., Ancient Egyptian Materials 

Hieratische Paläographie der nichtliterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie

SHEDET (7) 

ine of the estate of Ra…. 
of the Western River, chief of the 

and in two parts, and it

Leahy1 transcribe it 

where the group
in addition to the determinati

this term. The word is a topographical 
western Nile Delta region4, this is thought 

district producing wine 

appeared with the same form during the Ramasside period to represent 

ineyard, we can complete the gap 
ineyard remains unknown.

91, figure 6.8, 50. 

Ancient Egyptian Materials 

Hieratische Paläographie der nichtliterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie

2020 

chief of the 

in two parts, and it 

transcribe it as 

where the group      in 
in addition to the determinative of the 

this term. The word is a topographical 
, this is thought 

district producing wine 

to represent  

ineyard, we can complete the gap 
unknown. 

Ancient Egyptian Materials 

Hieratische Paläographie der nichtliterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie,vol. 2, 
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D. NMEC No. 434   (Fig 4, 4a)

Transliteration                                                                           
1- [rnpt sp] 28
2- [kA]mw
 
 
Commentary
- Dimension: 
- Material: 
- Dating: 
- Condition& Description: 
on one side with two lines in black ink
 
(a)     : represents a part of the dating formula 
 
(b) According to the wine jar
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 
of this 
 
(c)            : 
form i
 
(d) 
appeared with the same form in O
Another example of this name 
Amenhotep III.

 
D. NMEC No. 436 (Fig 5, 5a)  

 
 
Transliteration                                                                             
[1] [rnpt sp
[2] …
 
Commentary

                                        
1Petrie
2Ranke, 
3Grandet
4Grandet, 
5Griffith

Mohamed NASSAR

. NMEC No. 434   (Fig 4, 4a)

Transliteration                                                                           
[rnpt sp] 28(a) irp n
kA]mw(c) xAwt(d) 

Commentary 
Dimension: 15cm x
Material: Pottery.
Dating: 18th Dynasty.
Condition& Description: 

on one side with two lines in black ink

(a)     : represents a part of the dating formula 

(b) According to the wine jar
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 
of this vase. 

(c)            : this group represent
form in Amarna 5                  

 xAwt: this name had a d
appeared with the same form in O
Another example of this name 
Amenhotep III.5 

. NMEC No. 436 (Fig 5, 5a)

Transliteration                                                                             
[rnpt sp…] irp
…. in nty m itrw imntt

Commentary 

                                        
Petrie, Tell el Amarna
Ranke, PN 1, 262-25.
Grandet, , Catalogue des ostraca 
Grandet, Catalogue des ostraca hiératiques X
Griffith, Hieratic Papayri from Kahun and Gurob

Mohamed NASSAR & Maher EISSA

. NMEC No. 434   (Fig 4, 4a)

Transliteration                                                                           
irp n…..(b)                                                        
(d)                           

15cm x16cm 
Pottery. 

Dynasty. 
Condition& Description: The fragment

on one side with two lines in black ink

(a)     : represents a part of the dating formula 

(b) According to the wine jar
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 

this group represent
Amarna 5                  

: this name had a d
appeared with the same form in O
Another example of this name 

 

. NMEC No. 436 (Fig 5, 5a)

Transliteration                                                                             
] irp n pr (imn- Htp) a.w.s
m itrw imntt (b) 

                                                           
Tell el Amarna, pl. XXII.5.

25. 
Catalogue des ostraca hiératiques

Catalogue des ostraca hiératiques X
Hieratic Papayri from Kahun and Gurob

& Maher EISSA 

. NMEC No. 434   (Fig 4, 4a) 

 

Transliteration                                                                           
                                                       

                                                        

The fragment 
on one side with two lines in black ink. 

(a)     : represents a part of the dating formula 

(b) According to the wine jar dockets formula
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 

this group represent a part of the word  
Amarna 5                  .1 

: this name had a different form as               
appeared with the same form in O. DeM
Another example of this name is found 

. NMEC No. 436 (Fig 5, 5a)

Transliteration                                                                             
Htp) a.w.s(a)  

                    
.5. 

hiératiques X, Nos 10001
Catalogue des ostraca hiératiques X, 7
Hieratic Papayri from Kahun and Gurob

Transliteration                                                                           
                                                       

                               

Translation
1- [Regnal 
2- Vineyard

 is in a good cond

(a)     : represents a part of the dating formula rnpt sp.

s formulae, irp
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 

a part of the word  [kA]mw 

ifferent form as               
M 10001                

is found in P. Gurob dating to the reign of the king 

                                                    

Transliteration                                                                             
 

 
Translation
[1] [Regnal 
Amenhotep L.P.H
[2] …. by which is

X, Nos 10001-10123
, 7- 8, 184; Hagen,

Hieratic Papayri from Kahun and Gurob, Pl. XXXIX,11

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets 

Translation 
Regnal year] 28, wine of
ineyard  xAwt…

is in a good condition, in two parts, 

rnpt sp. 

irp is followed by the name of the 
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 

kA]mw as it appear

ifferent form as               -           
10001                3, O. D
in P. Gurob dating to the reign of the king 

                                                   

Translation 
Regnal Year….],

Amenhotep L.P.H 
…. by which is in the

10123, 5- 6. 
8, 184; Hagen, JEA 96, (2010), 71

XXXIX,11. 

SHEDET

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets  

year] 28, wine of …..
…..                                               

in two parts, 

is followed by the name of the 
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part 

it appears with the same 

           -           
DeM 10002             .

in P. Gurob dating to the reign of the king 

                                                   

], wine of the estate of 

in the Western River

, (2010), 71-82. 

SHEDET (7) 

- 30 - 

….. 
                                               

in two parts, inscribed 

is followed by the name of the 
estate, but the left part hasn’t any trace of writing so I don’t think the left part is part 

with the same 

            .2 It’s 
10002             .4 

in P. Gurob dating to the reign of the king 

                                                    

ine of the estate of 

Western River 



 

- 31 

- Dimension:
- Material: 
- Dating: 
- Condition&
inscribed

(a)                     

(b)               

 
D. NMEC No. 429 (Fig 6, 6a)
 

 

 

Transliteration                                                                             
[1] rnpt
[2] Hry
 

Commentary
- Dimension: 
- Material: Pottery.
- Dating: 
- Condition& Description: 
inscribed

(a) 
this place does not appear in the wine jar
but it 
 

(b) 

 
Wine jars form and formula
 
The texts of the wine jar dockets follow a general 
In their most elaborate form they consist of five elements:

                                        
1Wahlberg
2Hayes
3O. DeM. 6320, 6322=Koenig, 
pl. 38.
4Ranke, PN I, 185.7.
5Hayes,

31 - Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets

Dimension: 14 cm x 
Material: Pottery.
Dating: it can date to the 18
Condition& Description: 

inscribed on one side with two lines in black ink.

(a)                     

 .

(b)               : According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word 

.   

. NMEC No. 429 (Fig 6, 6a)

Transliteration                                                                             
rnpt sp 8  irp n mr tm 
Hry kAmw   nxw m mwt 

Commentary 
Dimension: 8 cm x 
Material: Pottery.
Dating: probably 
Condition& Description: 

inscribed on one side with two lines in black ink.

 Mr tm: Meidum is
this place does not appear in the wine jar

it is found on 

4. This name does not appear in 

Wine jars form and formula

The texts of the wine jar dockets follow a general 
In their most elaborate form they consist of five elements:

                                        
Wahlberg, The Wine Jars Speak A text study
Hayes, JNES 10 No.2, (1951)

DeM. 6320, 6322=Koenig, 
. 38. 

Ranke, PN I, 185.7.
Hayes, JNES 10 No.2

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets

14 cm x 6 cm 
Pottery. 

it can date to the 18
Description: the fragment

on one side with two lines in black ink.

(a)                           

. 

: According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word 

. NMEC No. 429 (Fig 6, 6a)

Transliteration                                                                             
irp n mr tm (a) n.f
nxw m mwt (b)                                                                

8 cm x 9 cm. 
Material: Pottery. 

probably 18- 19th dynasty.
Condition& Description: the fragment

on one side with two lines in black ink.

Meidum is one of the most frequently 
this place does not appear in the wine jar

is found on some wine jar 

 nxw m mwt

. This name does not appear in 

Wine jars form and formula

The texts of the wine jar dockets follow a general 
In their most elaborate form they consist of five elements:

                                                           
The Wine Jars Speak A text study

10 No.2, (1951),35-56.
DeM. 6320, 6322=Koenig, Catalogue des 

Ranke, PN I, 185.7. 
10 No.2, 35-56.  

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets 

it can date to the 18- 19th dynasty.
the fragment 

on one side with two lines in black ink.

      : The text is not clear, we suggest reconstruct

: According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word 

. NMEC No. 429 (Fig 6, 6a) 

 

Transliteration                                                                             
n.f?…….                                               

(b)                                                                

dynasty. 
the fragment 

on one side with two lines in black ink.

one of the most frequently 
this place does not appear in the wine jar

wine jar dockets from Deir el Medina.

m mwt: this name has many forms as

. This name does not appear in Malka

Wine jars form and formula 

The texts of the wine jar dockets follow a general 
In their most elaborate form they consist of five elements:

                    
The Wine Jars Speak A text study, 60.

56.  
Catalogue des étiquettes 

dynasty. 
 is in a good cond

on one side with two lines in black ink.. 

The text is not clear, we suggest reconstruct

: According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word 

Transliteration                                                                             
                                             

(b)                                                                

 

Translation
[1] Regnal 
n.f?..…..
[2] The chief of vineyard
 

 is in a good cond
on one side with two lines in black ink. 

one of the most frequently 
this place does not appear in the wine jar dockets from Amarna

from Deir el Medina.

this name has many forms as

Malkata dockets

The texts of the wine jar dockets follow a general pattern with only
In their most elaborate form they consist of five elements:

, 60. 

étiquettes des jarres hiératiques de Deir el

SHEDET

is in a good condition, 

The text is not clear, we suggest reconstruct

: According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word 

Translation 
Regnal Year 8, wine of  

.. 
The chief of vineyard

is in a good condition, 

one of the most frequently mentioned 
s from Amarna

from Deir el Medina.3 

this name has many forms as 

ta dockets5. 

pattern with only
In their most elaborate form they consist of five elements: a date, the type

des jarres hiératiques de Deir el

SHEDET (7) 

 in two parts, and it

The text is not clear, we suggest reconstruct

: According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word 

Year 8, wine of  mr tm 

The chief of vineyard  nxw m mwt

 in two parts, and it

 place of wine
s from Amarna1or Malkata dockets

 , 

pattern with only minor variations. 
date, the type of 

des jarres hiératiques de Deir el-Medineh

2020 

in two parts, and it is 

The text is not clear, we suggest reconstruction as 

: According to the remaining traces, we can complete the word as 

mr tm 

nxw m mwt   

in two parts, and it is 

winemaking, 
ta dockets2, 

,  

minor variations. 
of the wine, 

Medineh, II, 
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Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets  - 32 - 
 

the delivering institution, the place of wine production and the name of the chief of 
the vineyard.1 
 
 
 

The first line (1) 
Dating formula 

(rnpt sp x ) 

(2) 
The type of wine and the 

institution 
( irp n x) 

The second line (3) 
 (itrw imntt) 

The second or 
third line 

(4) 
The place of wine 

production 
 

(5) 
The name of the chief of 
the vineyard 
(hry kAmw) 

Table.2 General form of wine jar docket 
 
Dating formula: It represents the first element of the text. The normal form of the 
formula is rnpt sp + the date without the season, month or the name of the king.2 
 
The place of production of the wine: the text refers to vineyards and the place of 
production that the wine was intended for it. The scribe used three forms 1) irp n pr + 
the place "wine of the estate of + the place".  2) irp n tA at ntt xt+ pr+ the place "a 
wine of the orchard of the estate of+ the place". 3) irp+ the place. The following table 
shows the shows the wine delivering institutions in the collection under study. 
 

The estate of the wine Sources 

 
n tA at ntt xt  n pr imn ra 

 
D. NMEC  No. 437    

 
n pr ra 

 
 
D. NMEC No. 341  

  
n pr (imn –Htp) a.w.s 

 
 
D. NMEC No. 436 

 
n mr tm 

 
 
D. NMEC No. 429 

Table.3 The institution delivering the wine 
 

Sometimes this formula followed by the formula "n itrw imntt" as D. NMEC No. 436, 
D. NMEC No. 441. 
 
The title and name of the chief of the vineyard:   Hry kAmw: kAmw is 
one of most common terms used in the wine jar dockets with the meaning chief of the 
vineyard, the gardener.3 This word first appeared in the Old Kingdom with a different 
form as kAnw.4 At the end of the Second Intermediate Period the word appears in the 
                                                            
1Pendlebury, The City of Akhenaten: The official quarters the Excavations at Tell El-Amarna during 
the seasons 1926-1927 and 1931-1936, 164.  
2McGovern,  JEA 83, 72. Wahlberg, E., The Wine Jars Speak A text study; Hayes,  JNES 10 No.2,82. 
3Wb, V, 106.  
4Kaplony, Die Inschriften der ägyptischen Frühzeit, 1135. 



 

- 33 

new form 
written 
The wine jar
wine industry
title appears
9, 
pr aA 
replaced
 
Dating:
According to the personal names and paleography
dynasty
Malka
Civilization 
 
 G/M

1 

 

2 

3 

4 

                                        
1Habachi
ADAIK 8
2Habachi
3LD IV, 37; Wahlberg, E.,
4Bouvier
Strasbourg
5Petrie
6See: Abd
7Koenig
Pl.17.58
8Hayes, 
9Koenig
Pl. 86.37
10Spiegelberg
11Koenig
12Hayes, 
13Hayes, 
14Černý, 
15Hayes, 
16Leahy 
Inscriptions, in Petrie, W (ed.), 
 

33 - Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets

new form kAmw.
written as:

he wine jar docket
wine industry6. Hry kAmw

title appears with different forms as 

pr aA on O.DEM 6361
replaced by Hry baH

Dating: 
According to the personal names and paleography
dynasty- the New Kingdom.
Malkata dockets and the wine jar dockets of
Civilization at Cairo

G/M NMEC

 
A24/15 

 

 
 
 
D

 
D28/108 

 
 
D

 
M4/270 

 
 
 
 
D

 
 
 

                                        
Habachi, The Second Stela 

ADAIK 8, Gluckstadt, (1972), 32.
Habachi, The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital
LD IV, 37; Wahlberg, E.,
Bouvier, Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

Strasbourg, Pl.7.28. 
Petrie, Tell el Amarna, 

Abd el-Raziq, MDAIK 
Koenig, Les ostraca hiératiques inédits de la 

Pl.17.58 
Hayes,  JNES 10. No.1
Koenig, Les ostraca hiératiques inédits de la 

Pl. 86.37 
Spiegelberg, ZÄS 58
Koenig, Catalogue des 
Hayes,  JNES 10. No.1
Hayes, JNES 10. No.1
Černý, JEA 50, (1964), 37
Hayes, JNES 10. No.1
Leahy The Hieratic labels, 1979

Inscriptions, in Petrie, W (ed.), 

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets

.1 During the New K
2, 

dockets shows several titles 
Hry kAmw is the most common title: the chief of the vineyard

with different forms as 
10. This title 

on O.DEM 636111, 
Hry baH as in year 13 of Akhenaton.

According to the personal names and paleography
the New Kingdom.

ta dockets and the wine jar dockets of
at Cairo.  

NMEC dockets

 
 
 
D. NMEC 429.2  

 
 
D. NMEC 337.2  
 
 
 
 
D. NMEC 332.1 D
 
 

                                                           
The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

, Gluckstadt, (1972), 32. 
The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

LD IV, 37; Wahlberg, E., The Wine Jars Speak A text study, 
Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

 
Tell el Amarna, pl. XXII.5.

MDAIK 35, (1979), 242.
ca hiératiques inédits de la 

JNES 10. No.1, (1951), fig.6.54.
Les ostraca hiératiques inédits de la 

58, (1923), 26 
Catalogue des étiquettes 
JNES 10. No.1, (1951), fig.6.39. 
JNES 10. No.1, (1951), fig.7.59.

50, (1964), 37-39., Tallet, 
JNES 10. No.1, (1951), 35
The Hieratic labels, 1979

Inscriptions, in Petrie, W (ed.), Tell el Amarna

Hieratic Wine Jar Dockets 

During the New Kingdom, this word appear
3, 

s shows several titles 
is the most common title: the chief of the vineyard

with different forms as 
. This title is sometimes

sS nsw12

in year 13 of Akhenaton.

According to the personal names and paleography
the New Kingdom. The following table shows t

ta dockets and the wine jar dockets of

dockets 

   

  D. NMEC 332.2 

D. NMEC 341.1  

                    
of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

 
The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

The Wine Jars Speak A text study, 
Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

pl. XXII.5. 
, (1979), 242. 

ca hiératiques inédits de la bibliothèque 

, (1951), fig.6.54. 
Les ostraca hiératiques inédits de la bibliothèque 

 
étiquettes des jarres hiératiques de Deir el

, (1951), fig.6.39.  
, (1951), fig.7.59. 

39., Tallet, BIFAO 95, (1995), 473.
, (1951), 35-56, fig.2-3.  

The Hieratic labels, 1979-1982. Amarna Reports II. London, (1985); Griffith, F., The Jar 
Tell el Amarna, London, (1894), Pl. XXII

ingdom, this word appear
4, 

s shows several titles for both a superior and a subordinate of the 
is the most common title: the chief of the vineyard

is sometimes also connected
, or

in year 13 of Akhenaton.14 

According to the personal names and paleography, this collection can be dated to 
The following table shows t

ta dockets and the wine jar dockets of the National Museum for Egyptian 

Malkata dockets

 
 
 
      43.1 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
     38.1         24.1

 
 

of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital
The Wine Jars Speak A text study, 43

Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

bibliothèque nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg

bibliothèque nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg

des jarres hiératiques de Deir el

95, (1995), 473.
 

1982. Amarna Reports II. London, (1985); Griffith, F., The Jar 
, London, (1894), Pl. XXII

SHEDET

ingdom, this word appear

both a superior and a subordinate of the 
is the most common title: the chief of the vineyard

7, 
also connected with an important title as

13. In some cases

this collection can be dated to 
The following table shows the comparison between the 

the National Museum for Egyptian 

ta dockets15 

 
 
 

 
 
    

.1         24.1 

 
 
 
     
       

 
 

of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital
43. 

Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg

nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg

des jarres hiératiques de Deir el-Medineh, II,  pl. 44.

95, (1995), 473. 

1982. Amarna Reports II. London, (1985); Griffith, F., The Jar 
, London, (1894), Pl. XXII-XXV.

SHEDET (7) 

ingdom, this word appears in different form
5. 

both a superior and a subordinate of the 
is the most common title: the chief of the vineyard

8, 
with an important title as

In some cases the title 

this collection can be dated to 
he comparison between the 

the National Museum for Egyptian 

Tell el-Amarna 
Jars

 
 
 

 
 
    53.2 
 
 
 
      
       79.1         18.1

 
 

of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital

Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg

nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg

, II,  pl. 44. 

1982. Amarna Reports II. London, (1985); Griffith, F., The Jar 
XXV. 

2020 

different forms 

both a superior and a subordinate of the 
is the most common title: the chief of the vineyard. This 

9, 
with an important title as 

the title is 

this collection can be dated to 18th 
he comparison between the 

the National Museum for Egyptian 

Amarna 
Jars16 

18.1 

of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital, 

The Second Stela of Kamose and his struggle against the Hyksos Ruler and his Capital, 32. 

Catalogue des etiquettes de jarres hieratiques inedites de l’ institut d’ Egyptologie de 

nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg, 

nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg, Pl. 

1982. Amarna Reports II. London, (1985); Griffith, F., The Jar 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Finally, this collection of dockets shows that the wine was transported to Gurna
a number of locations. Not all of the locations could be identified convincingly, but it 
is possible that they were located in different parts of Egypt, suggesting supplies 
travelling long
 
 

Mohamed NASSAR

N1/300  
D
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Finally, this collection of dockets shows that the wine was transported to Gurna from 
a number of locations. Not all of the locations could be identified convincingly, but it 
is possible that they were located in different parts of Egypt, suggesting supplies 
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